
SENSITIVE SCHOOLING - part 1
How your horse would like to be ridden

by Sylvia Loch

Continued from the Article in the Public Library

If you want to test your own schooling methods ask yourself the following questions.  A:  When I 
school, can I gradually reduce the aids as the horse gets to know me more? - or-
B:   Do I find I need more gadgets, such as running reins or spurs to get the right reaction?
If the answer to A is yes, it’s pretty certain you school through positive reinforcement.
If the answer to B is yes, it may be you are unconsciously using negative reinforcement.
If you’re somewhere in between the two, then perhaps you need to sharpen up your theory rather 
than your spurs!

So before you even set off to school your horse, first be clear in your own head what you want. 
Remember if things aren’t clear to you, they are very unlikely to be clear to your horse!  We may 
know the aids by the book, but for greater understanding, there are four golden rules -

1.  Always sit vertical, square and quiet over the strongest part of the horse.
The old masters wrote “Calm! Forward and Straight!”    The horse simply will not hear you unless 
you are balanced and quiet in the saddle.  When you ask him to go forward, you should move off as 
one!  This requires focus and thinking about ‘togetherness’ at all times.  

2.  There can be no straightness without suppleness.
This applies as much to the rider as it does to the horse.   Joints should be yielding, and muscles 
must learn how to flex, tone and stretch.  Only then can the whole body, equine and human operate 
to full capacity.

3.  Energy must be chanelled.
Learn to provide a ‘corridor’ through which the horse can work from his hindquarters through to the 
forehand.  If we don’t learn to channel our own energy at the same time, we may block or 
compromise the movement of the horse.  

4.  Feel for the balance in everything you do.  
The centre of balance changes in each change of direction or transition made.  The horse may be 
more on his forehand than his hocks.  In turning, the horse will always try to step into or under our 
weight but these adjustments must be minimal.  If you lean or tilt, you will threaten your horse’s 
balance and often get the opposite effect!  

AS ONE
What do we mean by Togetherness?  Basically, the horse  should move and flow effortlessly into his 
circles, turns, halfpasses, counter-canters, etc as though by magic.  It should look as though the rider 
just thinks, and it happens!  How can we achieve this?

• Stay centered!  That means in the centre of the saddle - never at the back.  Try to keep your  
navel and breastbone projecting forward in the same vertical line.  Only then will your spine 
support your centre of gravity at the waist.  A slack tummy leads to a slack back, as damaging 
for you as it is for the horse. 

•  Look between your horse’s ears - at all times!  Contrary to what some will tell you only look for 



the next step - not 8 strides later as in jumping!

• Regard your seat and body as a bridge, so the horse’s energy (visualise a river) can flow under 
you.  This means keeping the bridge open but supported on both sides - legs never gripping but 
sufficiently toned to remain in place.

• Keep everything square and level - hands, elbows, shoulders, hips, feet in the stirrups.  By 
growing tall, you are less likely to collapse at the waist which may give the horse an 
inappropriate weight aid.

• Only “lower the dam” - drop the stomach muscles so your seat is heavy - if you mean it.  Too 
many people push down with the seat all the time and wonder why their horse hollows and loses 
impulsion and engagement.  

AT WALK
Try at walk to concentrate on this concept of togetherness.  Start on a straight line, and be aware of 
how little it takes to meander off the track or to lose balance as you approach the corner.  To help 
stabilise your horse, feel you have toned up more to the inside of your body, e.g. support with the 
inside thigh and knee to keep the horse into your outside rein whilst ‘lengthening’ the inside 
ribcage.  Reduce the action of the inside lower leg to light touches to enable bend to take place.  
Remember both reins keep the horse on the track.  Too many riders lose the outside rein and the 
horse falls in.  
Now try turning down the centre-line and question your reactions.  Did you turn ahead of the horse 
so he wobbled on his approach, or did you remember to turn as one?  A good way to improve these 
turns is to think outside leg and outside rein to move off at A or C which are the same aids as for 
turn on the haunches.  This keeps the horse under you.  Having completed the turn, relax the outside 
leg - the inside leg sends the horse forward and straightens him again.
Try the same exercise at E and B and use a similar aid to change the rein. 

Now ride a 20 m. circle and remember that in every step, every segment of the circle you will only 
remain ‘together’ if you remember to turn with him.    You would be surprised how many people 
fail to do this; the most common fault is leaving the outside shoulder behind.  On the other hand, 
some people turn too much.  Remember to stay central and don’t twist your body sideways as 
though preparing for leg-yield! 
Instead think forward on the circle, stay focused between the horse’s ears, and feel your inside hip 
leading you into the circle.  Like the horse, our inside hip is carried slightly in advance of the 
outside. 

TRANSITIONS!
 It’s time to progress to a brisk working trot around the arena to test your horse’s reactions to your 
new balanced position.  Think both legs ‘on’ in a quick active tap to ensure an impulsive upward 
transition; then ‘off’ or let go the moment he obeys.  Holding legs stop a horse, as do legs applied 
too far back.   Once your horse can continue with only ‘the breath’ of the boot, you are on the right 
track.
In downward transitions,  first analyse how you yourself would go from a  brisk jog or run to a 
sudden stop.  How would you ensure you stayed in balance instead of lurching forward with the 
momentum?  You would draw up, surely!  Pushing down into the horse’s back has to be 
counterproductive.  Not only will this discourage him from rounding under you - the contrary 
happens; he may drop his back and leave his hindlegs trailing out behind. 
So what is the difference between sitting tall to go forward and sitting tall to halt?  All the difference 
in the world but it’s subtle.  



To move off: 
Sit tall, open the shoulders, and  lightly tap the horse at the girth with both legs....lead from the 
tummy and think Project!  
To halt or slow down:
Sit tall, brace the shoulders  and close the legs just behind the girth in a dampening- down way - 
with your tummy think Close Down or Hold! 

Remember- none of these methods will work unless you remain central and above the horse’s 
strongest point at all times.  You should carefully preserve the hip, heel alignment and keep all 
movement to a minimum so the horse really listens.  Next month, we shall discuss how to achieve 
greater bend and how to spiral in and out of the circle in preparation for the lateral work.  ©SL  


